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Travelport Sweeps India’s Travel Awards Industry with Seven Accolades in
2015
21 December 2015
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India Travel Awards names Leading Travel Commerce Platform Best GDS in North
India to complete winning streak of Travelport being named Best GDS in every region
in India in 2015

Travelport (NYSE:TVPT), a leading Travel Commerce Platform providing distribution,
technology, payment and other solutions for the $8 trillion global travel and tourism industry
has Travelport has won the 2015 Best Global Distribution System Award for North India at a
ceremony in the Crowne Plaza, Jaipur, culminating a 2015 winning streak of seven travel
industry awards in India.
The series of wins included being named Best GDS in every region in India in 2015 by the India
Travel Awards, Best Technology Provider at the India Hospitably Awards(South and West) for
Travelport Rooms and More and Best Technology provider at the Travel and Hospitality
Awards, India. The India Travel awards series, which take place across East, West, South and
North India throughout the year, are recognised as a world-class calendar event for India’s
tourism industry, attracting India’s travel industry leaders. The Best Global Distribution award
was awarded to Travelport in every region in 2015 following a system of voting and jury
judgment.
Sandeep Dwivedi, Commercial Officer InterGlobe Technology Quotient, from Travelport’s
distributer in the region commented on wins: “This has been a fantastic year of growth for
Travelport in India. This series of wins, scooping Best GDS in every region in India at the India

Travel Awards is a testament to our relationships with our customers and how our travel
commerce platform delivers industry leading travel booking technology and provides unrivalled
travel content.”
Matt Powell, Senior Director, India, Travelport Africa, Middle East and South Asia commented:
“This series of wins is an extraordinary achievement for our operator in India and reflects the
incredible work ethic and dedication of our team. We are also thrilled to be awarded such a
coveted industry award in recognition of our industry-leading technology for travel agents. We
would like to thank the judges for this recognition which reinforces our focus on redefining
travel commerce.”

About Travelport
Travelport is the technology company which makes the experience of buying and managing travel continually
better. It operates a travel commerce platform providing distribution, technology, payment and other
solutions for the global travel and tourism industry. The company facilitates travel commerce by connecting
the world’s leading travel providers with online and offline travel buyers in a proprietary business-to-business
(B2B) travel platform.
Travelport has a leading position in airline merchandising, hotel content and distribution, car rental, mobile
commerce and B2B payment solutions. The company also provides IT services to airlines, such as shopping,
ticketing, departure control and other solutions. With net revenue of over $2.5 billion in 2018, Travelport is
headquartered in Langley, U.K., has over 3,700 employees and is represented in approximately 180 countries
and territories.
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